Proc. roy. Soc. Med. Volume 62 July 1969 a matter of probabilities. Indeed, the more knowledge we accumulate the more difficult will this problem become, for the task of recalling all the diagnostic information that is required is going to be beyond the memory of any individual. The present work raises these problems and attempts to find answers for some of them.
The first part of the book is an introduction to Bayes' theorem and the application of Bayesian statistics to the problems of medical diagnosis. The author develops the concept of a likelihood ratio for signs and symptoms in various diseases, using the physician's judgment to determine the ratio. He then explores the various studies that have been done applying Bayes' theorem, using computer techniques, to studies of bone disease, thyroid and congenital heart disorders.
In relation to diagnostic problem-solving the use of flow charts and decision trees is explored and a computer-based medical history system is described. This is an automated version of the questionnaires generally used in health surveys at various centres in the United States. The problem of disease classification in relation to analysis by clustering techniques and numerical taxonomy is discussed in some detail. The emphasis of difficulties in signal detection and also in relation to observer error is well amplified and illustrated. The final chapter raises some very interesting problems for the future and gives examples of physician-computer symbiosis. This is an outstanding work, drawing together much information that is difficult to obtain in the literature and placing some new thoughts in relation to the symbiosis of the physician and the computer in the future. Many will find it challenging, but all who practise medicine will find in it something that is well worthwhile.
JOHN ANDERSON
Evaluation of Radiation Doses to Body Tissues from Internal Contamination due to Occupational Exposure Report of Committee 4 ICRPPublication 10 ppv+94 30s Oxford &c.: Pergamon Press 1968 for the International Commission on Radiological Protection This is a work for the specialist. It deals with current knowledge of the metabolism of some twenty-four elements whose radionuclides may be specially important in radiation protection problems. Methods of monitoring and ways of assessing internal exposures are discussed. The data on the individual radionuclides will be of great value to those who have to assess internal exposures or decide maximum permissible body burdens.
W J MEREDITH
A Review of the Radiosensitivity of the Tissues in Bone Report prepared for Committees I and 2 ICRPPublication 11 ppvii+36 25s Oxford &c.: Pergamon Press 1968 for the International Commission on Radiological Protection The Task Group of the International Commission on Radiological Protection which produced this report sets out to consider (l) the location and relative numbers of radiosensitive cells and of cells not considered sensitive, in bone and bone marrow; (2) the localization of bone-seeking radionuclides and the ionization patterns they might produce in the radiosensitive cells; (3) changes in these due to growth; (4) biological data on tumour formation and degenerative changes relevant to the above; and (5) the comparative tumorigenic effects of external and internal irradiation of bone. All this information is vital to the establishment of maximum permissible body burdens of certain radionuclides.
Emerging from this work is a most concise survey of the subject, a mine of information and references. Too concentrated to be easy reading, though the style is very clear, this will be a most valuable document for the serious worker in the field.
The Biological Basis of Medicine edited by E Edward Bittar assisted by Neville Bittar Vol 1 pp xv +590 illustrated 140s Vol 2 pp xiv+575 illustrated 140s
London & New York: Academic Press 1968 These two volumes are the beginning of what promises to be an excellent series. The title is loosely interpreted (I tried unsuccessfully to think of a better), and the books deal at an advanced level with the biological sciences in relation to medicine, especially biochemistry, cytology, and experimental pathology. Most of the chapters are authoritative surveys and, by the nature of their subject matter, not necessarily easy reading; there is not too much mathematics to worry the serious medical scientist.
Chapters of particular concern to medical readers will depend on their clinical and research interests. In volume 1 the first section, on the cell compartments and their functions, provided detailed reviews, though chapter 3 was out of place in scope and coverage. Chapters 10 and 14 also seemed rather specialized, with limited reviews. Whilst reviewing volume 1, I was induced to read in detail chapters 9 (control of tissue growth), 11 (cell injury), 12 (malnutrition and vitamins) and 15 (ageing). In volume 2 my attention was similarly held, through scientific interest or ease of reading, by chapters 3 (control of hormone
